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As of July 1983 
Draft Registration Required 
For ·Financial Aid Recipients 
By Kathy Donadini 
This coming fall there will 
be a significant change for 
certain students applying for 
financial aid. 
AH males who under the 
law are required to register 
with the Selective Service 
System will now be required 
to· furnish proof of registra~ 
tion when applying for fed-
eral education assistance. 
This amendment was signed 
by President Reagen in Sep-
tember 1982, and will go into 
effect in July of 1983. 
Whether or not you agree 
with this new amendment, it 
is now a reality. 'The question 
seems to be more of 
implementation. 
The Department of Educa-
tion controls all of Title IV 
assistance programs, includ-
ing Pell grants, SEOG, NDSL, 
and College Work Study. If a 
college wishes to receive 
these funds, it will have to 
comply to rules· set by the 
Education Department. 
· Dave Morwic 1<, Director of 
Financial Aid at SSC, is in the 
process of working with this 
new requirement. For him the 
question is not philosophic, 
but pragmatic. His office has 
to deal with the paperwork. 
·Marwick expressed the 
feeling of most financial aid 
administrators as being put 
in the middle." We are being 
put in the position of traffic 
cop," Marwick said." .1 want to 
be able to welcome students 
into my office, not make them 
feel harassed." 
The Department of Educa-
tion has tentatively set four 
new procedures in applying 
for financial aid. The student 
will have to include a certifi-
cation of draft registration if 
subject to registration. Prior 
to disbursement of any 
funds, the student must pro-
. vide a copy of his draft 
·registration. 
See REGISTRATION pa.ge 3 
Photo: Barbara Graut>en 
Career specialist Tom Jackson spoke to a large 
crowd on Guerrllla Tactics In the Job Market in the 
Student Union Ballroom on February 9. A limited 
number of copies of Jackson's program are availa-
ble in the Career Planning and Placement Office. 
Information Booth Open 
' .,_. ; ·, .'. ,, i • ,: . <,,,~ ..... ~- ,· ' 
New information booth on School St. Photo: Ed Conahu~ 
Not broadcast until 7a.m. 
The informatjon booth on 
School Street next to Til-
linghast Hall is now open for 
business.It is sponsored by 
the Office of Community Ser-
vices and its Director Dave 
Wilson, and is under the stu-
dent supervision of Nick Lit-
ton, '84. · 
"There is no main entrance 
to the campus and visitors 
arrive from all directions not 
knowing how to find any-
thing," Litton said. "As a 
result, there are many people 
wandering around· with 
dazed and bewildered looks 
·on their faces. We hope that 
Delayed Class Cancellation 
Angers Students, Faculty 
By Liz Cahill 
Numerous BSC students 
and faculty members 
expressed anger over the. 
delayed cancellation of 
classes on Monday, February 
7 becau$e of the storm that 
dumped up to a foot of snow 
on Southeastern Massachus-
etts. 
Official cancellation o'!' 
classes that day was not 
broadcast until after 7:00 a.m. 
By that time, many students 
had already started out for 
school. Needless to say, 
these people · were upset 
when they reached BSC and 
found it was closed for the 
day. 
Dr. Robert Dill man, Vice 
President of Academic 
Affairs, cited the fact that last 
Monday's storm did not 
reach full intensity until after 
6:3·0 a.m. as one of the main 
reasons for the late cancella-
tion~. Dillman co-acts with 
James Cummings, Director 
of Facilities, in regard to 
school cancellation. The pro-
cess involved in coming to 
this decision takes many fac-
tors into consideration. 
Cummings investigates 
existing conditions on cam-
pus. He makes sure that the 
r:.:1ds, parking lots, and side-
\1,ialks are safe for travel. 
Next, interaction with local 
and state police is necessary 
to determine the condition of 
the roadways that commu-
ters use to reach BSC. 
Access to residence halls is 
also considered. In the past 
students had to be shovelled 
out of snow-blocked dorms. 
After gathering this infor-
mation, Dillman and Cum-
mings collaborate and come 
to a decision. This decision is 
then transmitted to the 
appropriate news stations by 
code. 
Vice President Dillman sin-
cerely regrets tt1e late cancel-
lations on February 7, In the 
future, Dillman plans to have 
the 9ecision relayed to the 
See CANCELLATION page 3 
the staff in the booth will pro~ 
vide assistance and direction 
to these people," he 
continued. 
"Eventually, there will be 
signs on all the area high-
ways directing visitors to 
School Street .and to the 
information booth. The first 
test of its usefulness and effi-
ciency will come at spring 
break when high school 
seniors visit the campus," he 
added. 
The information booth will 
be staffed by students in the 
Work/Study program wh_o 
have b~en appointed by Phil-
lip Conroy of the Financial 
Aid Office. Politeness is an 
important qualification in the 
selection of staff members, in 
addition to their being famil-
iar with the college and its 
campus. 
The booth will be stocked 
with all the information about 
the college that a visitor may 
need: maps, brochures, 
departmental office loca-
tions, and other materials will 
be available. Staff members 
will also answer any other 
questions a visitor may have 
'See BOOTH page 3 
Parking Overflow 
Destroys Lawn 
By Kathy Murray 
. On Friday, February 4th, a 
student's car parked on the 
grass lot next to the tennis 
courts was towed. · 
Why? The car was stuck in 
the mud. "Everytime I look 
over there from the Campus 
police station, I just shake my 
head, 11 said Denys Maguy, 
Assistant Director of Facili-
ties. "It looks disgusting." ,,.. 
Will this grass lot evEfr 
become a permanent parking 
iot·? No, according to Lou 
Perry, Director of Planning 
and Development for BSC. 
"It's lawn area; it's not a park- . 
i ng lot I will never recom-
mend that it become a 
parking lot because of where 
it's situated. 
''First of ail, esthetics is . 
important. A green area is 
needed there. Also, the lot is 
on a slope, a natural terrain 
which is not at all conducive 
to building a parking lot," 
Perry con ti nu ed. "Finq.lly, 
parking cars along a very 
busy roadway isn't good 
logic. It's hazardous." 
Solving the parking prob-
lem at BSG isn't going to be 
easy. The expansion of a 
parking lot is se-t1erelylimited 
by funds and the restrictipns 
set by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
Repairing existing lots will 
take precedence over build'-' 
ing a new lot. The "dirt lot" 
between the Burrill Ave. 
building and the Great. Hill 
Apartments has not been 
approved as a designated, 
parking lot 
See PARKING page 3 
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, Letter from 
the Editor 
Hello, 
This week, I am happy to 
announce that The Comment 
has aquired a secretary to 
help with the office control 
and to help aid in general 
office organization. Her 
name is Roberta Bena and 
she will be in the office every-
day from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
ready to answer questions, 
set up advertisements, and 
help you with any special 
problems you may have. 
Previously, it has been very 
difficult to reach the staff 
.members of The Comment 
simply because all the 
members are students and in 
classes all the time. Now, if 
you need to reach any 
member you can call Roberta 
and leave a message with her 
at 697-1200 extension 2158. 
I would like to thank the 
staff members of The Com-
mentfor all the hard work and 
dedication needed to put 
together the 4 issues we have 
published so far this year. 
feel that we have made a con-
tribution to the school that 
we can all be proud of. Now 
all we have to do is keep up 
the good work and I know 
you can do it! 
Anyone who is intere$ted 
in joining The Comme11• is 
invited to attend our weekly 
meetings on Tuesd~ys at 
11 :00 a.m. in the Comment 
office. There is much to ._be 
learned here because we do 
all of our own writing, editing, 
word-proccessing, photo-: 
typsetting, and layout. right 
here in our little 'ol office .. Nq, 
you don't get any · colleg~ 
credit for all the work done 
here, and many ti mes it 
seems as though the w6 rk is 
not appreciated, but if you 
work on just 2 issues, I'm sure 
you'll be hooked. 
Thanks for reading. ,_ 
Your faithful Editor, 
. :c, .. ·-.o:~. . 




The Student Union Board 
of Govenrors and staff have 
seen that the use of the 
Hobby Shop by the Collt3ge 
community has diminished 
greatly in recent years. We 
have experimented with 
changing our craft offerings, 
running mini courses· in that 
area, and advertising the 
facility more aggresively. 
Despite these efforts we find 
that a very small number of 
students make use of the 
Hobby Shop 
Therefore, we are consid-
ering closing the facility at 
the end of this academic 
year. We would welcome 
input from anyone who has 
suggestions to improve the 
Hobby Shop or comments to 
the Student Union Director's 
Office. or to Dennis- Lowell; 
Chairperson of the Student 
Union Board of Governors .. 
News Editorial -
When Is Security Not Security? 
This seemingly contradictory question is now being asked 
with greater frequency by our student government and the· 
campus community as a whole. Are campus security officers 
merely ticket givers with guns, or are they a viable force that 
serves and protects the campus? 
Consider this example: a campus ~tudent who does not live 
at the Hill drives his/her date home to the Hill or the apart-
ments. ·The car is stopped and the date forced to walk the 
remaining distance alone over areas of questionable lighting 
and security. What has happened here? .· . ,. 
1.).The date is unescorted and subject to attack. One needs 
only to be reminded.of last year's brutal rape on campus to 
realize the gravity ·of such a situation.' ' . ··. . . -
2.) A portion of-the ccif!1pus·is now "off ILi:nits" to a large part 
of the college corri-munitythat pays for it Orie student now can 
be trespassing on his 'o(her own campus while another sttJ-
dent is not. 
3.) The booth cannot possibly stop all "undesireable" eJe-. 
ments from reaching the HUI area. An off campus person can 
simply park at another lot and walk to the Hill on foot. 
What the booth does for the security force is keep the 
parking situation slightly more manageable at the expens,e of 
the entire colfege community. 
This booth is only one· part of the large question of security 
that needs to be examined. Better and larger parking areas, 
more effective parking control, b.ette.r ·lightLqg.Jo areas where 
students:wa1k·across :camp.us an.¢;tha~expansion~and streng-, 
thening. of the-.>seal:J.rify;:patwl are,,some o:Htie ,areq-s;\MtJii.9h . 
coufd' be ap:proved .. T'.h'eAarge question that remains ho·~e.'4'er: 
is what exactly the-·role 'of~eampus.:seourtty;sh.ould:·be;: ·., 
Campus Security 
What is being done? SGA President Rob Berger has .sent a. 
letter to Vice President Deep echoing the many student com-
plaints he has received concerning the booth. Complaints in 
the form of letters to the editor are now being received and 
printed by The Comment. Dear Editor: college. I cannot help butfeel 
l would liketotakethistime that the Campus Security 
to inform those who have or ·officers have gone on a "tick-
have not been subject to the ·eting rampage", in an effort 
ongoing subtle harassments to get more money for their 
of the Campus Security budget. Such. incidents as 
Force. ticketing a c~r at Great Hill 
First, I wish to express that dirt lot for which the car had 
I sympathize with the .Cam'." the prqperstickerto do so are 
,p\J$J Seoµrity; onln~.fa~t.,that my basi~l tor· .these. clahns~ 
they are understatfed, and · Furthermore~ ·the , issuing 
the many regulations which officer had dated the ticket 
they must enforce. However, incorrectly. When con-
1 feel that they are going: ouf ·.·fronted on this matter, the 
of their way to prosecute issuing officer wa~ .reluctant 
even the most minute infrac- to discuss it. Upon'doing so, 
tions. They have turned the he was cold and impersonal, 
process of ticketing cars .into saying, "It is not my con-
a "money-making endeavor''. cern," and brushed the per-
It is my understanding that all son off to Boyden Hall. This is. 
monies received from paid just one instance~whi~h I feel 
tickets are returned to the a student's rights .had been 
violated. 
I have heard it said many 
times that it is a privilege, not 
a right, to have and park a car 
on campus. Let me point out 
that students who have cars 
on ·campus have them here 
for solid reasons. Most have 
jobs on the weekends c r part-
time job$ ctuw11rtm~w~~w• 
would like tQ __ fri~< ··;ipe 
administration for recogniz-
ing this fact and making pro-
.· visions for it. 
Much has been said about 
the Security. Booth at the 
entrance into the Great Hill 
complex. I feel that this is an 
effective deterrent to the 
troubles caused by the 
locals, but I feel the students 
·that live in Shea/Durgin Halls 
See SECURITY page 3 
What can you do? Send a signed letter to The Comment or 
President Rondileau. Tell your SGA representative how you 
feel about the booth or campus security. Change can be 
affected if the voice of the campus is heard. 
Robert Fl'(nn 
Co-News· Editor 
~ . ..n.."'>.l'?lt~ilf ·. ;, .,,,n °"' .... "! ;,,,,,;.,"""""·"""'""'~~·~b.11·· '"'·-"'·- "<•."'.'Cb_ 
Print your personal on a clean piece of unshredded paper 
and bring it to The Comment office. When submitting person-
als you must show your Bridgewater ID. Your name is for our 
records only, and need not appear in print. Remembe.r if we 
can't read it w~ won't type iH 
* 
* 
The Comment will not 
be published next week. 
The next issue will be on March 3rd. 
* 
* 
.. ;::.; s:,~··, • ~::1;-; ~10 if.rt~dft'W~'.f'/.f -;c b::;.:~i;i 
(Established 1927) 
Deadhnes · sports ... , , .. 
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Letters to the Editor Graphics 
Spring 1983 Publication 
Schedule 
all of the foil owing dates are Thursdays and are 
subject to change. 
Feb 17~ -one week break-, Mar 3, Mar 10, -
Staff . two iveek break .. , Mar31, Apr7; Apr 14, Apr 
Mike Storey, Gregory Mathis 2( Apr 28, May 5. and maybe May 12. 







_ The Comment is a student supported and operated 
weekly n~wspaper serving the academic community of 
Contributing. Photographers: 
Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is deter-
mined by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the 
Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material herein 
is prohibited without the expressed Written permis-
sion of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted 
become the property of The Comment. Letters to the 
Editor are encouraged but· may be limited to 250 
words or less and must be typed. Letters. classified 
advertisements and all other, written materials are 
subject to condensation. Advertising rates are availa-
ble upon request. Any person wishing to join. The 
Commeritshould contact either the Editor-in-Chief or 
the Managing Editor, All correspondence should be 
addressed to TheComment. Student Union Building. 
Bridgewater State College. Bridgewater. MA 02324. 
Ie}enh,qri.e:. J9 l 7)697-i200. ext; .2158:. 
Ed Donahue 
Completed at 4:00 a.m. 
' __________ ......,........,~, ........ "'b• ;,; ,..-' .. :!.J,.,1~.('· ;;;~·.,, ~j'f! I,~ T' :; -l··~>:.~·.~"" 
REGISTRATION----
(Contlnued from page 1) 
A copy of the registration 
must be kept in the student's 
file. The Department of Edu-
cation is now in the process 
of . a publicity campaign to 
inform students of this new 
requirement. There are stiU 
some points to be resolved 
such as the issue of transfer 
students and verification of a 
student turning eighteen dur-
ing the school year. 
draft registration as an addi-
tional criteria for eligibility. 
They do not want to act as 
intermediators in enforcing 
compliance to draft registrat-
ion. 
On February 3 there was a 
meeting of the Board of 
Regents of Higher Education 
where opposition was also 
expressed. Th~ presidents of 
the state colleges and Chan-
cellor of Higher Education 
John Duff feel it singles out 
the students in need of finan-
cial aid. 
CANCELLATION----
(Continued from page 1) 
radio stations by at least 6:00 
a.m. 
He went on to explain that 
his policy will be one 
emphasizing safety for com- · 
muters, which make up two-
th i rds of the college's 
·population. "It's better to be 
safe than sorry," said 
Dillman. 
Dillman also expresses the 
importance of individual 
Thursday, February 17, 1983 The Comment 3 
Announcements 
Woman•Loving Women 
"Woman-Loving Women" is a 25 minute slide-tape presen-
tation which explores popular misconceptions about lesbians 
and points out how societies have acted upon these miscon-
ceptions and oppressed lesbians socially, economically, and 
politically. In addition, the presentation shows the richness of 
lesbian culture and documents the enormous contributions 
that lesbians of all ages, races, and classes make to society. 
"Woman-Loving Women" was produced by Patricia A. Although this amendment 
has been passed there has 
been evidence of dissent. At a 
fall meeting of Massachu-
setts Association of Student 
Financial Aid Administra-
tions it was decided that they 
opposed the imposition of 
Students who are not seek-
ing financial aid· will not be 
required to verify their regis-
tration. They want to see this 
rule repealed but what will 
actuall.y take place remains 
to be seen. 
, judgement. If the roads are 
bad, he urges students and 
faculty not to take a chance 
travelling. 
Gozemba and Marilyn L. Humphries. Ms. Gozemba, a profes-
sor of English at Salem State College, is on the steering com-
mittee of the National Women's Studies Association and is a 
member of the NWSA Lesbian Caucus, and the Boston Area 
Lesbian and Gay History· Project. Ms. Humphries, a profes-
sional photographer, is a member of the New England 
Women's Studies Association and the North Shore Gay 
BOOTH~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(Continued from page 1) 
about the campus. 
No money will be handled 
at the booth. Ticket pur-
chases can only be made at 
the information booth in the 
Student Union. Change for 
copiers and telephone calls 
can be made in the change 
machine in the: Maxwell 
library. 
In order to· accomodate 
evening students as well as 
day students, the booth will 
be open from 7:00 a.m. until 
10:00 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. On Saturdays and 
Sundays, the hours will be 
from 10:00 a.m. until 6:00 
p.m. It will be open every day 
of the year except for major 
holidays. 
· The information booth 
itself was assembled at a fac-
tory and installed intact on 
the lawn by the maintenance 
department. When the warm 
weather arrives, the exterior 
of the booth will be faced with 
brick and landscaped with 
, shrubbe.ry .. Litton. expects 
this work to be completed by 
late spring. 
"As people notice its arri-
val, they will direct others to 
the booth, and in that way it 
will fulfill the function for 
which it was designed," Lit-
ton explained. "The big prob- . 
lem is making people aware 
of its being there. Once it's 
known, it should be a 
success." 
"No class is worth risking 
life and limb for," he said. 
·PARKING------
(Contlnued from page 1) 
What has been approved in 
the long-range plans ts the 
expansion of the Great ·Hill 
parking lot. But, "None of the 
long-range plans are cast in 
concrete," according to 
Perry. 
The cheapest, easiest, and 
the most logical plan is to 
encourage commuters to 
carpool. Carpooling will save 
money and gas for the indi-
viduals involved, and ·will 
reduce traffic and parking 
problems. 
"If the OPEC countries 
don't get us, Mother Nature 
wtll," said Perry. 
AIHance. · 
The Women's Center presents "Woman-Loving Women" on 
March 1, 1983 in the Library Lecture Hall from 11-12 and 7-8 
p.m. ALL WELCOME!! 
Genital Herpes 
Genital herpes is today's most devastating sexually trans-
mitted disease. 20 million Americans are now infected and this 
year there will be over 500,000 new infections among young 
adults and teenagers. Unlike other sexually transmitted dis-
eases, herpes is a lifelong physically and emotionally painful 
disease. Infection now will alter your entire future. THERE ts 
NO KNOWN CURE!! 
Now, a two part publication describing herpes is available to 
students from Federal Reprints. It candidly answers questions 
about Herpes Type I and Type II, infectious conditions, and 
prevention and treatment, and details drugs and ointments 
that many victims, desperate for help, have turned to. Also 
included is a report describing Acylovir, the most promising 
new drug for the treatment of genital herpes. 
Write today for HERPES FACTS, only $5.95 to students. 
Order from: Feder~! Reprints, P.O. Box 8931, Washington, DC 
20003. 
1st Annual US Men's Pageant 
Stoughton. Adult Bookstore 
The first annual televised United States Men's Pageant is 
holding auditions in Los Angeles, California for single high 
school and college students between the ages of 18 and 26 to 
compete for scholarships, prizes/awards, a trip to Manila, 
Philippines and Las Vegas, agent representation,· appearan-
r .. To Ba:,~sc~s~ed 0Q \¥~IM.~.~/, , ·":····'"···~, .. ,,,,,,,~.,;,~·~~~~·~'ff:ab~~1J~~~~tisi·2a.·····1•9ss.··a1'the 
By Brett Peruzzi FM dial, every Wednesday 
night at 6 p.m. Hosted by 
WBIM's new talk show The Nick Litton and Laure·1 Bow-
News Stand will discuss the man, the show debuted Feb-
issue of obscenity on its ruary 9 with a feature on the 
February 23 edition with new proposed admission 
representatives from both the standards for public higher 
Times Square adult book- education in Massachusetts. 
store in Stoughton and the Future topics, each with 
citizen's group . Save Our s pecia I· guests, wi II al so 
Stoughton (SOS), which has include nuclear disarma-
picketed the store since its ment, environmental prob-
opening. fems, veteran's rights, and 
The .News Stand can be .alcoholism and drug abuse. 
heard on WBlfv'h.d;~,t:p on the ...... News Di.r~ctor David Rabi-
. . >' '. j '·;· ', • .: ::~ ~ ~~~. ~ • ."'~:-. :""~., ~ :'.~\ ~;t' ;, : · .. ,. "'/,'-' .. • .:. ' ' ··1 •• ' SECURITY · , ... ' .~. · <-· ·. ·, · · ·· ... 
(Continued from page 2) 
and the student ~partments 
should-not be subject to the 
same restrictions as people 
who do not live in these· 
areas. Cases such as a per-
son giving a female resident 
of Shea Hall a ride back ·1ate 
at night. He was forced to 
drop her off at the booth and 
subject her to the cold and 
v u I n e r a b i I i t y a f b e i.n g 
attacked. 
Overnight visitors pose 
another problem. First, they 
must park their cars in the · 
Commuter parking lots at the 
apartments and at Shea/Dur-
gin Halls. I would like to site 
one case in which a person, a 
commuter student, was stay-
ing in a friend's room for the 
night, was forced to park in 
the Commuter lot for the 
night, Upon entering his car 
the next morning, he found a 
ticket on his car for parking in 
the area in which he was told 
to park. After protesting the 
ticket at the Security Head-
quarters, he was informed by 
the police at that time that he 
was to have acquired an over-
night pass from the house-
mother in the dorm he was 
staying. I think that it is 
uhreasonable to subject a 
person to park his or her car 
.in the Commuter lot, walk up 
to the dorm or apartments, 
get a pass, walk back to the 
car, and have to walk back to 
the dorm once again. Might I 
suggest that these passes be 
given out .·at the Security 
Booth itself. 
I am ~ur,e I am joined in my 
views by many of my fellow 
students who have cars on 
campus. I would also like to 
suggest that the administra-
tion create some student 
staffed committee to meet 
with them and Security offi-
cials to discuss rules and reg-
ulations in these matters. 
I realize that something 
may hav.e already been 
begun to try to rectify this 
situation but, if not • I sin-
cerely hope that th is letter 
will initiate something into 
being done. Thank you for 
your time and 
consideration. 
Respectfully yours, 
Perry P. Cacciola 
chaud, who created the 
show, feels that it is an inter-
esting and informative pro-
gram which will cover a wide 
variety of social, political, 
and ethical issues that con-
cern the people in the 
Greater Bridgewater area. 
world famous Cocoanut Grove in Los Angeles. Preliminary 
tryouts· are on August 1-.6. Deadling .for entering is March 31, 
1983. 
"The News Stand is a 
milestone in n'ews program-
ming at WBIM which should 
help the station gain recogni-
tion as a well-respected 
community-oriented . radio 
station," Robichaud said. 
All interested in this glamorous opportunity are to send two 
recent 8x10 black and white photographs ·(one full body shot, 
one facial), height, weight, biography or resume to: The Uni-
ted States Men's Pageant, c/o Larry York Productions, P.O .. 
Box 6478, Beverly Hills. CA 90212. Please also submit a SASE-
and two reliable phone numbers for contact purposes. There' 
is no fee required to submit photos and resumes, but an entry 
fee of $50 is required from selected semi-finalists. 
For Sale: Yamaha 
Acoustic Guitar, Stu-
dent model, 6 string, 
excellent condition. 
Guitar case included .. 
$70. Call 746-7722. 
Need typing? For neat, 
fast, accurate service 
call 697-1873. 
For Sale: 1972 Stand-
ard Bug, 40k on rebuilt 
engine, A new tires,· 
new battery and wind-
-----------------
Menu at Tilly and the Hill 
February 17 to February 23 
A;> sorted ,Ju i.ces 
Assorted Cold Cereal 
;; re sh Fruit 
:Jcrambled E/!'./i;S 
3 S;iusage 
D L:1ncak.cs w/Syrup 
A A~sorted Donuts 
Y 'l'oast/butter/.ielly 
F · Assorted Juices 
R Assortod Cold Cereal 
l ~·re sh Fruit 
'.) Cheem• Omelet 
.\ 'Nilffl!ls 
J\::iiorteu · Oonu Ls 
'l'oast/butter/,jelly 
S B R U N C H 
A Assorted Ju~ces 
•r A;;sort"ed Cold Cereal 
U l"r-esh Fruit 
i~ i·.,.;fr5 to Order 
D ~·rench 'l'oast 
A Assorted Donuts 







El R U N C H 
As!lorted Juioes 
Aar.ortcd Cold Cereal 
~'re sh Pruit 
i::ll'.r;s to Order 
Waf.rlos 
sausages 
Assorte.d Oonu ts 
Toast/b~tter/jelly 
Clam Chowder 
Tuna Noodle casserole 
r.ri llcd Cl1<>ese 
.l"nmoh Fries 
Sliced Bee t!l 
Minestrone Soup 
Hot Pastrami on a Bun 
Grilled Pepper Steak 
French Frie~ 
Peas 
Beef Noodle Soup 
Shaved Ham on a Bun 





Baked .Fish w/Lemon Sau.t.:1 





.BBQ Short Ribs 
Roast Leg of Lamb 
Oven Brown Potato 
Green Beans 
Cauliflower 
Beef Noodle Souy . 
Roast •rurkey -w/Dressin~, 
Stuffed Shells 
Mashed Po ta to 
Brocd.oli 
Corn 
. shield, AM/FM, lug-
gage & ski rack, 30 
mpg.. needs work. 
$600 C 11 J h t 697 Ar.sorted Juices Clam Ghowdt"!t' Clam Chowder · · 8 0 n a . - O A.nsorted Cold Cereal i:i .. "~" mi & Cheese Yankee Po·~ Roast 
1893. N Fresh Frul t . "' 1ten. Pieces Jardinere 
D CJ . d tO 8ruf'\Ct 1 · es . Pried Cod Tails 
Apartment Available: ~ 1~ Change -- varrots ~t~~~dv!~:at!~~=B 
0 pen in Q f 0 r t W 0 ... --'-J:o_.-_._, "..;.u,_L ";..,.·e_rt_j_el_lY _________ _;__ __ Sl_i...,ce_d_B_ee_t_s ----
females in a Student ~ ~~~~;:i:~ g~~~e~ereal m.a~a~~w~~~hroom Soup ;~::~e~f v:~~h~~~=k S~/P 
apartment. Kitchenette E: Presh Fruit Sloppy Joe on a Bun Brown Sauce 
and I 0 U n g e are a : s Scrambled Ey,gs Italian Green Beans Spaghetti w/Mea tballs . D Fancakes w/Bacon Oven Brown Potatoes 
Sepa at t e A Assorted Donuts Peas r e en ranC • y Toast/butter/jelly Co!.'ln 
Within walking dis- -w------------------------
tance to college. Rates ~ ~~~~~~:~ g~i~e~ereals Corn Chowder Shep,,Pard • s Pie Corn Chowder Baked Chicken 
comparable to student N t•'resh Pruit 
E Chee11e Omelet 
apartments. Call Mrs. ') Prench 'i'oast 
H t 697 7735 iJ A.ssorted Donuts 0S$ 8 - · A '!'oaat/butter/jelly 
y 
w/Gravy 
Fishsticks on a Bun 
Baked Beans 
Spinach 
tlb Hamburg w/Bacon 
Rice Pilaff 
Cauliflower w/Pimentos 
Frew;)h Cut Green Beans 
,'- 4 
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By Richard T. Colgan 
"f have often thought that 
best way 1'c cleNr1e a man's 
chaiBcter could De s-::ek 




courses vvh ich shall be 
offered in the Day and Even-
ing classes of U-1e 1983 
Surnmer Sossion. F:Jll tr1re2-
cred it courses sl1al! be 
offered the 
i1ensive 
s I o n . T h c::: fl rs t S u r n rn r:' ;· 
mated that 75% of the 
students used alcohol and 
about 16% drank to excess. 
The National Institute of 
Alcohol Abuse and Alchoho-
!ism has published a highly 
revealing and informative 
booklet Tailoring Alcoholism 
Therapy to Client Needs by 
Dr. Susan Solomon. It covers 
measures of treatment out-
come, client characteristics 
predictive of outcome, and 
the therapeutic factors 
affecting outcomes. For a 
copy, write to the National 
Institute of Alcohol Abuse 
and Alcoholism, 5600 Fishers 
Lam~, Rockvi!ie, tvm 20857. 
PAVLOV re-awakened or 
i·.O&; nlng witi1out bra:ns .... Re-
, searchers have discovered 
tion, Ince and his associates 
employing Pavlovian PSY-
CHOLOGY applied a mild 
electrical stimulus---
compacable to the bell Ivan 
Pavlov used to make his dog 
drool---to the patient's leg. 
Half a second later they 
switched on a more powerful 
electrical stimulus to his 
abdominal region. It caused 
muscles to contract, produc-
ing urination. After the fre-
quent "pairing" of the mild 
stimulus with the stronger 
jolt. the man urinated whe-
never the mild stimulus alone 
was delivered. Ince is cur-
rently mapping out research 
to t1elp pa.ralyzeci 
persons to vva!k. Firs~ goal? 
To train a 1nus-
c!e to contract whenever the 
copy write: Public Inquiries, 
National Institute of Mental 
Health, 5600 Fishers Lane, 
Rockville, MD 20857. 
Request DHEW Publication 
No. (ADM) 79-838. 
WANT TO PU BLISH? Pro-
fessor of Marketing J. Scott 
Armstrong at the University 
of Pennsylvania's Wharton 
School and the editor of 
Journal of Forecasting 
recently analyzed the 
research on what is getting 
published in scholarly jour-
nals and discovered that your 
chances of being published 
increase signigicantly if you 
(1) vvrite about an unimpor-
tant topic, or (2) write 
ab-cut an important 
irnmeasurab1)1, 
he c.c:ici udes. if you use con~ 
;_,clutsc like a 
(Jernic deans surveyed esti- norrnal!y. To treat U'1is aff!ic- A,i)out 
ape Prev tion a d Awareness 
The New England Directing the program js technical and intricate, but 
Academy of Karate, Inc, in Mr. Robert Blaisdell, 3rd techniques. t(iu~ht t:i.ere are 
conjunction w\th the Student Degree Black Belt~ currently 'usually .simp.!e/ c{uick. aoo 
Government Association, . Massachusetts State Direc- effective. 
Bridgewater State College, is tor to the United States K.ar- 3. Falling: Being that it is a 
offering a course in Rape ate Association a.nd~oyrner bf very high and real possibility 
Prevention and Awareness. the New England Academy of the victim will be forced to the 
The program, open to all ado- Karate, Inc .. Having 19 years ground, it is imperative for 
lescent and adult' women, is experience in the Martial Arts the victim to know how to fall 
ge~red to preventing assault, and a former high school to the ground without obtain-
rape and other inhumane teacher, Mr. Blaisdell has ing injury. Breaking one's fall 
crimes against women by also had 7 years experience will allow uncontrolled 
dealing with a prior aware- as a law enforcement.offical momentum to become con-
ness to what could be a and has directed over 40 of trolled. By breaking the fear 
potentially hazardous these courses. offallingandmakingcontact 
situation. This course entails the fol,. with the ground, the victim 
A women's.natural instinct. lowing ph,ases of instructiori: can refrain from hurting her-
is to fight back with anything I. Exercises: lntrica~e and •.self as well as continue to 
in her possession, .in which perfected ex,ercises will be. ·maintain control of the situa-
any weapon can and might taught to enhance the· tir;11 after the completion of 
be used against her. Instead, stretching of the muscles, the fall. Once the victim 
the de-escalation and defu- (essential to the participant learns how to take the fall, 
sion of a crisis situation to in order to perform the.tech- · adcHtional 1 instuction as to 
promote the victim's safe niques at a later date).Tbese escape tech'niques can be 
escape through simple and unique exercises increase easily taught. Knowing ~ow 
easily learned techniques is the coordination, timing and to break one's fall_ tak.e~ tim-
. the unique response the self awareness of the partici- ing and coordination, yet it is 
,course effectively teaches. pant. Endurance and stamina. a motor skill, thus, making it 
Few women can deal with can also be derived from easily learned and retained. 
the strength of a man, but these exercises. These exer- 4. Self-Defense Techniqµes: 
techniques of an escape cises are basis and constitu-
nature can be done both tion of what the participant 
effectively and effrciently by will be building on at a later 
the victim ·while not escalat- date. They are a motor skill 
ing the att~ck into an uncon- and therefore must be 
trollable altercation. learned through repetition 
The mature information in and continued supervision to 
this course is dealt with in an enhance perfection. 
open and pr.ofessional 2. Break-A-Ways: The par-
manner and could help to · ticipant ·will·. learn 'and 
save the emotiona(and phys- . becomefamiliarwiththefeel-
ir.;:al lives of those who either ing of being restrained or 
have been assaulted or feel subdued iff a forceful 
the future.potential is~·there. manner. The secret here is 
Mosfwornens' self~defense instant and ·correct ·reaction. 
course,s teach a little bit of With this in mind,· there are 
karate and a lot citfalse confi- . very few holds that can't be 
· dence, which is s.ome cases broken.away from~ In break-
may be just enoµgli :to- be· : ing out ot a hold, it is impera-
fatal. Our. Rape .Prev~r:ition ttve that the participant be 
and Awareness program .. able to reverse the.element of 
teaches common sens~,con- control so that while break-
cepts, geared tp.the abiii'ty of' ing.haway the<assallarit is 
the Jay persori. fine) r,qt tq::the ; beipg ·positioned. and .con-
karate student. · · · · ' .r:;tro:lmd. ffhisd,ec<:?mes quite 
See'RAPE A \V,ARENESS. page 
11. ' 
·counselors.<:>:.· 
for boys campi~· M~in¥.·. 
Openings in m()st speciaities. 
Write: :camp,·Cedar, 
1758 Beacon St.· 
Brookline, Mass. 02146 · 
or call:. 617 :--277-SQ80·. 
~-~~,-:...-.. __ I 
t · Dt~ney Woria/Epco~ ' 
6 4 miles away from this f 
' oeautiful.: 2 'bedro6m uilla. 6 t Sleeps 'eight. Has euery-
t thing. Available March 19- f 
I ~~7/800. Call:. (617) 697 ! 
..i...---.----·· 
The way people react when 
· you tell them you're'pi·egnant 
isn't important. The way you feel 
about it is. So if you're pregnant 
and not so sure you want to be, 
talk to us. Our counselors 
are specially trained to help 
you make the decision that's right 
for you. General anesthesia 
available. Call 738-6210. 
Preterm. The most experienced 
reproductive health care center 
in the Northeast. preterm _ 
A licensed non-profit health care facility. 
1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146 
Saies Rep VVantu~d / 
Need extra cash? Self-1 
motivated? Want to set your 
own hours? Be your own boss? 
Become a sales Rep for 
ARI< Student Bedding, Inc. 
Income potential is up to you. 
Must~ haue .own. phone ... For 
•• 111 utther.:infmm:atoo :write: r:i\ .. F,: · 
Ark..S.tud'?:nt ·Bedding, Inc. , 
.. P.O. Bo·~ 534 , 
Wenham, Massachusetts 
0198:]: ____ 1 
Need Credit? 
Get Visa, Mastercard, and 
others. Guaranteed! No 
credit check. Free details. 
Write National Credit 
Services, Dept. CA 126 P.O. 
drawer 794, Fairhope, AL 
36532 
lS 
~sponsoring a trip 
ij toWashingJon D. c. n 
·f·· ·. · · · •· > March 12th to U 
· ·tf;;.·c;;,· ·17th.·· Five~ I nig···.h ... ~s. ····.··.'.·n ... ·.·.a.· >·d·····a.·,·.·w···n··· .. ... to. tun ... ·.~ u Washington hotel. n 
·~. 'f:~dnh~7;f f~~'$i9.5~ ~ 
~. For more info call 697- .. U.n 
~ 1094. ' u 
'lb.., H .,., a "'wi(F M•i 11~ 
Recruiting Minority Students at BSC: 
A Class Project 
By Nannette LaTremoullle 
Because they serve a large 
population of minority and 
Hispanic clients, social agen-
cies need more workers who 
speak the same language as 
their clients and are from the 
same ethnic and racial back-
ground. Yet most BSC social 
work majors are white and 
non-Hispanic. Recognizing 
this gap between th1e needs of 
agencies in the area and the 
backgrounds of social work 
majors, the social work 
department is actively 
recruiting minority students. 
As part of this effort, one 
social work class took on the 
project of researching the 
issue of minority recruiting of 
social work majors. This 
class, a special topics course 
called Ethnicity, Class, and 
Gender in the Social Work 
Practice, met during the fall 
semester and examined the 
complex issues of social 
class, ethnicity, and gender 
as they affect social work 
practice. 
The literature search 
showed that the majority of 
social workers are from white 
middle- or upper-middle-
class backgrounds. Although 
they are trained profession-
als, their educational and 
personal experiences may 
lack the depth of cultural 
awareness needed to provide 
adequate services to minori-
ties. Many social service 
workers and researchers 
believe that social workers 
have a better chance of tacili-
tati ng "S~rv1-ces' 1Wftf(~i'1ffii l'lbr- 1 
ity group if they are of that 
same mirioirty background. 
As it is the responsibility of 
any state institution of higher 
education to meet the educa-
tiona1 needs of the commun-
ity, it is also the responsibility 
of the Social Work depart-
ment of Bridgewater State 
- College to provide qualified 
personnel to meet the needs 
of the social service network. 
Recently, the accrediting 
organization of social work Our class concluded that 
educational programs, the the problem of recruitment of 
Council on Social Work Edu- minority students is not spe-
cation, cited the Social Work cific to the Social Work 
program ~or its lack of department, but is a problem 
minoity students enrolled in in the college as a whole. The 
the program. college not only needs to add 
Our class reviewed the resources to the PROGRESS 
existing programs at BSC for program, but also needs to 
minority students and found work toward creating a more 
one---PROGRESS (Program congenial atmosphere for 
for the Recruitment and Ret- minority students on cam-
ention of Special Students). pus. Some students have 
This program serves the made racits remarks to 
entire college and is directed minority students. The lone 
by Paul Gaines, who is also minority students in a class of 
the mayor of Newport, RI. Mr. white students can feel 
Gaines was invited to speak uncomfortable if a teacher 
to the class and he indicated treats him or her as the token 
that minority students are representative of a race or 
actively recruited but that the age group, asking for a defin-
retention of these students is itive statement on this or that 
another problem. The Pro- issue. Some teachers look 
gress program offers aca- pointedly at a minority stu-
demic, personal, and tutorial dent when discussing racial 
services. Several minority issues, or pointedly avoid eye 
students on campus report contact entirely. Either way, 
that they have received a the teacher indicates dis-
good deal of help from the comfort, and the student 
Progress program. Yet, feels isolated. 
according to one guidance Our class discovered that 
counselor at Brockton High some faculty members have 
School, two Hispanic stu- recently begun to address 
dents who enrolled at Bridge- the issues of multi-cultural 
water did" not get the help education on campus. 
they needed to stay in col- Marilyn Berry, chairperson of 
lege. The guidance counse- the Elementary Education 
lor, who works with Hispanic department, received a grant 
students at Brockton High, to give mult-cultural educa-
told two members of our tion to campus teachers and 
class during an interview that college faculty. Although this 
the two Brockton High grad~ grant has ended, some of the 
uates were unable to com- faculty members and one 
plete their freshman year at administrator who attended 
BSC because of the following the workshops are continu-
factors: lack of bilingual ser- ing to meet and have applied 
vise~Law~JliSUitX _ot.rriin9r- Jor a grant to en{ich .~.~nd 
lty services, confusmn about expand multfcufturaf educa-
registration, lack of transpor- ti on at Bridgewater. 
tation for commuters as there (Editor's note: Although 
are no buses from Brockton Nannette La Tremouille is the 
to Bridgewater, and lack of principal author of this arti-
o utreach. The counselor c/e, research was done by all 
feels that Bridgewater inade- the students in the class. 
quatelyservicesminoritystu- They include: Joanne 
dents, and he directs"- Andrade, Elaine Bouvier, 
students to Massasoit Com- Kimberly Drury, Lisa Elliott, 
munity College, where the Susan Fear_nley, Donna 
. services seem to be much Garanito, Marie Melanson, 
more subs tan ti a I and Kathleen Payton, and Paula 
accessable. Sullivan:) 
Coffee House For 
A Nuclear Freeze 
· The Bridgewater Area for ryteller and children's librar-
N u c I ear Disarmament ian who will do traditional 
(BAND) will present a COF- tales and folksongs. 
FEE H 0 US E F 0 R A The Threat of Nuclear War, 
.NUCLEAR FREEZE on Sat-' a slide show produced by the 
urday, February 19 at 8:00 Union of Concerned Scient-
p.m. at theJ.Jnitarian Church ists, will also be shown. 
in Bridgewater. The coffee .house is being 
The coffee house will fea- held to help delegates who 
ture composer and musician are going to Washington, DC 
Henry Santos, a professor on March 7 and 8 to partici-
here at BSC who has per- pate in a Nuclear Freeze 
formed widely and is well Lobby coordinated by the 
known for his musical talent; Council For a Nuclear Wea-
plus, Cora Miller, professor pons Freeze. A $2.00 dona-
of Creative Dance at BSC, ti on per person for the coffee 
noted for her innovative and house will be used for their 
unusual approaches to transportation costs. 
dance with audience partici- During intermission a 
pation; a. poetry reading by letter-writi.ng session will" be 
Donald Johnson, also a pro- held so that the delegates can 
fessor at BSC, who has been hand-carry letters from con-
pubfished in numerous jour- stitu"en~s to the Massaohu-
nals .including Poetry, Prairie .setts Sen a tors and· 
Schooner, and Tendril; and " Congressmen. Free refresh~ 
storytelling with mysic by· ments wnt be served. 
The i. Ta"fe . ·Singer. Lisa: .. For rnore information· call 
·Sammet~ a" professional sto.. . 697_-676$. 9r 697-665~: . · 
. ...... 
"Whenever you feel like 
smokin· a cigarette, instead of 
strikin ·up a match. strike up 
the band-the· Larry Hagman 
Special Stop Smokin ·Wrist 
Snappin' R~d Rubber Band: 
Get one free from your . 
American Cancer So¢iety. .. 
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Announcements 
Women at Work 
Would you like to contribute your poetry and/or ideas to a 
sound portrait of inspirational thoughts on "Women at Work"? 
The radio piece, to be aired March 20 on WGBH public radio, 
will be part of the month long celebration of International 
Women's Day. The piece will speak to the many changes 
happening and the many more that need to happen to make 
the transition of women at home to women at work a smooth 
one. If you have poetry or ideas to share, please write to Felicia 
Otero c/o WGBH Radio, 125 Wester Ave., Boston, MA 02134. 
International Night at BSC 
The International Student Association is proud to present 
its annual festivities, International Night, Thursday, February 
24 in the Student Union Ballroom. Dinner, entertainment, and 
exhibits are all included in the $4 ticket price (BSC students), 
$5 for the general public. Tickets are to go on sale outside the 
Bookstore Thursday. February 17, or contact Peter Hartel at 
ext. 1277 or Nick Litton at ext. 1335. 
Peace Corps Representative Visiting Campus 
A representative of the Peace Corps will be here on campus 
to meet with interested students on Tuesday, March 1at11 :00 
a.m. in the Maxwell Library, room L-12. The program will 
consist of a short film showing volunteers in several world 
locations, followed by a discussion period. The program will 
be about 50 minutes fong, and is being co-sponsored by the 
Social Action Club and the Career Planning and Placement 
Office. All majors are welcome. 
"A.P. for V.P." 
The office of Vice-President for the class of 1986 is open, but, 
not for long because Audrey Pinato, a freshman at BSC, 
intends to fill this position. Is she qualifed? A.P. is a political 
science major with past experience in several clubs. If elected, 
Audrey Pinato will assure that the class of 1986 will be a class 
remembered. Remember, vote "A.P. for V.P.". Wednesday, 
February 23 or Thursday, the 24th in front of the bookstore!! 
Handicapped Student Organization Formed 
The Disabled Student Awareness Organization was formed 
recently on campus by Kevin Hebert, Don Spencer, and Jan-
ice -Traina to make the college community more aware of 
disabilites and to provide support for other disabled students. 
New memoers are now being sought. The next meeting will 
be held February 24 at II a.m. in the Student Union Green 
Room. 
Help Us Learn, Please 
The Peace Corp of America is conducting a "book drive" in the 
Phillipians. If you have any reading material which you would 






tives will be on the. Bridge-
water. State c.ampus March 1. 
A film and information ses-
sion will be conducted in the 
Library, room 12at11 :00 a.m. 
While the Peace Corps is 
able to utilize the skllls of 
peo pie with a wide variety of 
backgrounds, college gradu'." 
ates with. degrees in certain 
"scarce skill"· areas are par-
ticularly needed. A·degreed 
home economist/nutritionist 
might find work ona village 
maternal/infant health pro-
ject, graduates in botany and 
biology may receive addi-
tional training in order to 
work in the fields of fisheries 
and forestry or science 
teaching, and st.udents spe-
cializi.ng .in most of the health 
fields could find .themselves 
working. on projects ranging 
from the training of mobil~ 
health units in rural areas to 
.administrat_ion in a large.city 
hospital. Other degrees that · 
are . J)ilrticularfy ·valuable to 
the Peac' Corps are agrict.d:-
tu~:. •ngineering. mathemat- . 
ics, chemistry, .physics, 
education, special educa-
tion, and languages. Stu-
dents who do not have 
degrees in these areas, but 
who have had experience in 
farming, health, and con-
struction are also encour-
aged to consider Peace 
Corps. 
Volunteers serve in 59 
developing coun"tries in 
Africa, Asia; Latin America, 
the Caribbean, and the South 
Pacific. During their 2 years 
of service, they receive a gen~ 
erous Hving allowance, paid 
travel and training, complete 
medical care, and a postser-
vice readjustment allowance 
of $4,200' ($175 p~r month 
served). Students unable to 
see a representative during 
the Bridgewater recruitment 
drive, as well as those who do 
not have access to Bridge-
water placement services, 
should call the Boston Area 
Office at (617) 223~7366, or 
write Peace Corp$, 1405 
. McCormack POCH. Boston. 
MA02109 • 
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Entertainment 
Jon Butcher Axis 
Performs in the SU Auditorium on February 23rd. 
Twiggy and Tommy Tune star In "My One and Only." Photo By Kenn 
Duncan. 
Sick ''New Gershwin Musical'' Needs A Doctor 
''MY ONE AND ONLY," The 
New Gershwin Musical-
.Music by George Gershwin; 
Lyrics by Ira Gershwin; Book 
by Timothy S. Mayer (from 
the 1927 Gershwin opus, 
"Funny Face," with a book by 
Fred Thompson and Paul 
Gerard Srnlth). Scenic 
Design by Adrianne Lobel; 
Costume Design by Aita 
Ryack; Lighting Design by 
Marsha Madeira. Orchestra-
tions by Michael Gibson, with 
Wally Harper, Peter Larson 
and Peter Howard; Musical 
Direction by Jack Lee. Pro-
duction Staged & Directed by 
Thommie Walsh and Tommy 
Tune; Presented by Para-
mount Theatre Productlons-
, Francine Lefrak and 
Kenneth Mark Productions, 
with Lewis Allen, Supervising 
Producer. Pre-Broadway 
Engagement at The Colonial 
Theatre, 106 Boylston Street, 
Boston. MA 
The Review 
By Matt. Peter Donoghue 
Yes, I saw the new musical, 
My One And Only. And it is 
after a great deal of thought 
that I express my views on it. 
First of all, if it has visions of a 
lengthy Broadway run, there 
is much work to be done. In 
fact, the task itself seems to 
me to be monumental. 
Just prior to its opening in 
Boston, the producers fired 
the young man who had been 
directing the show, a Bosto- . 
nian, Peter Sellars. Next, the 
musical director, Craig 
Smith, and the arranger, Bob 
Wilber. The producers cited 
"artistic differences" as the 
reason for the dismissals. 1 · 
point all of this out only to 
give you a feel for the kind of 
confusion surrounding the 
new musical. The problem is, 
:he confusion is quite eviden1 
:m the stage of the Colonial 
Theatre. I'll begin at the 
::>eginning, fot even in this 
;ituation, it is: probably the 
:)est place to start. 
As the first note of the 
Overture was struck, and too, 
t:iS the·. show progressed, l 
was reminded of what com-
poser Leonard Berstein said 
recently about the.~tate of the 
Broadway musicaL He talked 
of the sound eminating from 
the pit-- in most shows--as 
being symptomatic of the 
whole problem. "They create 
a false energy from the pit:··-
the kind that's designed to 
make your ass wig.gle in your 
seat. That is fine if the energy 
is real, otherwise it's just pho-
ney." And that is what we are 
treated to just before the 
scrim rises on My One And 
Only. I felt as though Jack· 
Lee's brass section was mak-· 
ing a personal assault on my 
ear-drums, and denigrating 
George Gershwin's "Swond"". 
erful" melodies to the stcrnd.:. 
ard, loud, crass, too-
Broadwayish sound. 
Tommy Tune {Captain 
Billy Buck Candler) makes a 
nice, showmanlike entrance, 
masking hi ms elf as he 
danced to center stage, with 
a poster of Twiggy (Edythe 
Herbert). He has a pleasant 
manner about him; an elfin 
grin, a certain inno.cence {not 
unlike the man who played in 
Funny Face in 1927, on which 
My One And Only is based), 
and ... grace that endear him 
immediately. 
His co-star, Twiggy, has a 
fine voice all right, but com-
pletely lacks stage presence. 
Herfirst number, a song-and-
dance cal led "What Are We 
Hear For?" (a question the 
show's creative talent has still 
to answer-- but I'll get to that 
later), is a sort of 20's versio 
of "Big Spender" (from a 
1966 musical, Sweet Char-
ity), using a railroad-guard as 
the pivoflor the dance with 
her· ensemble, "The Aqu:-
cad es." Cute, yes, but 
Twiggy seems to be studying 
her chorus line's technigue, 
rather than establishing con-
tact with the audience. 
Early in the first act, Tune 
and "The Deacons," led by 
Ro5coe Lee Brown, give us 
another song-and-dancer, 
"High Hat." Its staging is 
amusing enough, but hardly 
the stuff to elict show-
stopping applause, though 
many in the audience, I must 
admit, applauded politely 
when the performers .formed 
a kick-line. This is manipula-
tion of a sort. Which. is all 
fine--but generally it is used 
at the point when the song 
and the audience's emotions 
have built to a skybound level 
of exbuberence. Fifteen min-
utes into My One And Only, it 
hadn't--and it didn't, until one 
moment in Act Two. 
My One And Only is a 
musical-comedy. It is rather 
unfortunate, however, that 
th~ comedy counterpart of 
ttie term comes in the form of 
adolescent, insultory humor 
(e.g. "Hey, shit-for brains," 
"But Captain, she don't know 
dick about planes," and 
"Fuck 'em!") These bits are 
delivered by Denny Dillon 
(Lotus, Captain Billy's co-
pilot and maintenace "Girl 
Friday") with a tough, brassy 
voice (ala Merman) and, in 
context, they are funny and 
well timed. But the thing of it 
is, these are the only laughs 
in My One And Only. 
While we're discussing 
incongruities, style is also a 
problem in this Broadway-
bound vehicle. The settings, 
designed by Adrianne Lobel, 
are terribly flat and only 
· superficially inventive. Then 
we have some really marve-
lous lighting work, engi-
neered by Marsha Madeira, 
coupled with excellent use of 
scenic projectio·n technique. 
The costumes are colorful, 
capturing the flavor of the 
era, and reflect wit and imagi-
nation (Rita Ryack is a first 
rate designer). · 
The settings must be 
explained to validate my criti- that these two people were in 
cism. The idea of flat, geo- love, much less that they 
metric shapes is interesting really knew each other. In my 
at first, but one becomes irri- humble estimation, if there is 
tated when thay are so loud no establishment of charac-
as to detract from the whole ter, there is nothing to make 
effect. Grips run about back- one care about anything ir 
stage, flying air planes on red My One And. Only. 
~ticks vi~tad~di!Mii1~~~,1m1~ •••• ~4~,_,\d4t.J.?;~''..: 
And drops are hung on red · things I like about this show~ · 
fly-poles. We've come a long Aside from Tommy Tune, 
way in these last fifty or sixty who is a joy, Roscoe Lee 
years technologically (as Brown paints a lovable caric-
Michael Bennett and his ature of a Bishop (though I'm 
designers proved with his not certain just how he fits 
current hit, Dreamgirls, a into the story). and. Charles 
marvel of fluid, almost filmic "Honi'' Coles, a (,iancer in the 
motion), which sometimes style of Bill "Bojangles" 
we are aware of in My One Robinson, brought the house 
And Only (the projections, down in his (dare 1. say it 
the motorized scene pieces, again?) song-and-dance 
etc.). But all of that conflicts duet with Tommy Tune, "My 
with the flat, one dimen- One And Only" (and I'm not 
sional, chrom.p a.ir· that pre"". quit~ c~rtain. ho.~.· he. fits iJ1 
dominated·th~,Qe,sign· ..... '.:_.·;;;,'. ·e1t.h~fi':e~~R.~.~~(;tj,~·~a·,Q~t1:: 
The que,st'ion·pfstylets;oh~ ·. .~~aJ· W9;ttd~r.~·~:.n·<~,~.·~,:.~:,,~; .:·,f?,,,;·.::>•;.,,; 
which apli~s·tq the ~:ook~J~nf · ·.·. Ngw. rmtofferto~tq:~.ptp-'.·: 
not certain, but- . I ·don':t ducers · some·.\adv~ce here. 
believe Timothy S. Mayerhas The scerario needs tQ be 
provided more than fifteen fleshed out. Mr. Tune is func-
minutes of dialogue in a show tioning in three capacities: 
that clocks at about two co - choreographer,· co -
h·ours. There is a scene which director, and co-star. 'It isn't 
takes place ina Cuban night- possible. I think what is 
club, where Tommy Tune needed is a new director, one 
and Twiggy again sing-and- without the astigmatism of 
dance. We are told that they tunnel vision; preferably one 
fly down to retrieve some that is capable of working 
Cuban rum. Well, that's plau- with Timothy Mayer on the 
sible, but Why? The scene is book, and one who could be 
fun to watch, but how does it recognized as an absolute 
fit into the story, and into the authoritarian-- Because the 
lives of the characters? And many disparate elements of 
what about the characters? this production must be. tied 
Because this show is so together in Boston, ~efore 
top-heavy with music (and the New York opening 
the Gershwin music is a (someone like Joshua Logan 
delight to an ear that, till now, comes to mind). There is a 
was accustomed only to the wealth of talent on the boards 
disconnances of the new of the Coloniat, but it all 
musical theatre), there is no needs to be focussed. Much 
delineation of character. I luck .... 
chuckled, umcomfortably Matt. Peter Donoghue is a 
when, late in. Act One, theatre critic for the Essex 
Tommy Tune tells Twiggy, "I Cqunty Newspapers, and has 
love you Ma'am, I surely do." I hosted a weekly theatre/ca-
wonde red why--pecause. lendar magazine on North 
there had been nothing, save ·Shore radio. His article on 
a fleeting song-and-dance, Broadway director George 
and . as under··developed Abbott will appear in an 
scene in a motion picture upcoming issue of DRAMA r-
house, that would indicate /CS Magazine. 
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Lipstick: Sealed With A Kiss 
By Kevin Roberts 
LIPSTICK--At the Student 
Union Ballroom last Febru-
ary 11th from 9-1a.m. Valen-
tine's Day Dance. 
Nightfall. A chilHn the air. 
A raging blizzard swarms 
over an unsuspecting New 
England creating dangerous 
snow drifts. Thoughts of can-
cellations fly through the 
minds of cautious travellers. 
Meanwhile, in the heart of 
Bridgewater, in a not so dis-
tant campus, lies .. ? familiar 
Student Union building 
where another storm of a dif-
ferent nature is quickly 
developing. 
Unlike the brutal icy winds 
outside, this new outburst is 
anything but cold. In fact, 
one could say things are 
quite hot. Note one ballroom 
about to be filled with a sell-
out crowd of 300 students. In 
darkness, six girls clad in 
flashy, colorful, seductive, 
tight hot pants seize the 
stage. Outside lies slippery 
roads and a car stuck inside a 
snow bank. Inside observe 
twisting feet and a guy stuck 
without a partner. Lipstick. 
A very energetic group of 
young ladies calling them-
selves Lipstick made their 
BSC debut last Friday, Feb-
ruary 11th. Beginning at 9:30, 
Lipstick rattles off with tunes 
from Loverboy, Talk To You 
Later by the Tubes and Pump 
It Up by Elvis Costello. Their 
version of Heatwave unites 
most of the 300 students to 
the dance floor as everything 
starts to shake. 
Lead vocal, Theresa Gray 
speaks, "Here's a song from 
Pat Benatar, No You Don't." 
"Yes I do!" exclaims a BSC 
student. "No you don't 
understand. lt's--No You 
Don't!" 
·Artwork By Brian K. Pimenta. 
Lipstick plays mostly rock 
and as far as any slow 
numbers, the only one that I 
heard was Stevie Nick's Stop 
Draggin' My. Heart Around. 
Since it is a Valentine's Day 
Dance there should be more 
of those heartfelt "huggy" 
songs. Instead Lipstick bom-
barded BSC with constant up 
beat singles from Billy 
Squire, The Cars, Blondie, 
The Go Go's, Heart, Rolling 
Stones and Suzi Quatro. 
Lipstick is a little too loud 
for my ears and ironically, 
Angela Blair and Theresa 
Gray cracked their only joke 
of the evening with: "Hey 
Angela I got a new hearing 
aid." "Oh yeah? What is it?" 
"Oh, it's a auarter after two." 
Ouch! The· vocals and the 
musicians are good, not 
great, but a lot better than 
what people expected. 
Lipstick definitly is trying 
to please the students by twi-
rling about the stage plus 
with an array of color lights 
(designed by Stonecross's 
Bill Blaine) makes Lipstick 
fun to watch. 
During certain numbers 
Lipstick focuses ·on indivual 
members of the band. The 
girls would change lead 
vocals. Theresa Gray ended 
with a tong held out note to 
end one of her songs and, I 
guess, was supposed to 
impress the crowd. Drum-
mer, Debby Phillips had a 
brief solo during We Got The 
Beat. An interesting key-
board solo by Deb MacDo-
nald actually halted the 
cluster of BSC students on 
the floor as..they stood there 
trying to figure out whether 
they should listen or dance. 
Between each break the 
girls would change into more 
tantalizing clothes and per-
haps added more lipstick. 
Their version of Eye of the 
Tiger was vocally harsh. 
Phi Pi Delta got a free plug 
from Angela Blair who held 
up one of the fraternities 
signs. {Wei I, they won't get a 
free plug in this review!) 
"Let's get some toe tapping 
out here!"commanded 
Theresa. No one argued. Lip-
stick tried out a couple of 
their . own songs one of 
which, Wild You, they sang 
twice. The song goes some-
thing like this: Thinking of 
you babe, Thinking of you -
Y-0-U! Wild You wasn't that 
bad for a fairly new band and 
BSC certainly had no trouble 
in finding a beat. 
Lipstick ended the night a 
few minutes before 1 :OO a.m. 
with one from the Tubes. For 
two dollars BSC students did 
not have many complaints. 
Lipstick did provide enter-
tainment. An impressive turn 
out for BSC's first dance of 
the year and the first of it's 
kind to run till 1 :00 a.m. 
Hopefully this trend will 
continue. 
You Only Live Twice 
i,.:'I'' 
'vou ONL y' 'LIVE TWICE 
(One of three articles.) 
By Mark Anthony Pimenta 
As I type this article, I can 
remember in the dim and 
foggy past of my memory, at 
the tender age (if there is 
such a thing for boys) of 7 or 
8, hearing these famous 
wor.ds ... "My name is Bond, 
James Bond." As I grew older 
and wiser, I continued to 
watch . the exploits of Mr. 
Bond, thinking that it was 
only a character from some 
poor, tired script writer who 
sat in a lonely room, chained 
to his trusty typewriter, and 
just turned out page after 
page of action and adven-
ture. As I later found out, 
these movies that I so 
enjoyed were really actual 
books that had been written 
by an English gentleman 
named Ian Fleming. 
Ian Fleming first got the 
idea for his intrepid hero in 
1944 after a visit to Jamaica 
on wartime buisness. Several 
years later, he was asked to 
work for a large newspaper 
magnate. His job would be to 
manage the foriegn news 
sections of each paper. He 
decided he would accept his 
·future employer's offer on the 
condition fhat he could have 
two months vacation every 
year. After buying some 
Jamaican property and 
building' a beach house, 
- Fleming began a writing rou-
tine that would earn him four-
teen books involving the 
adventures of James Bond. 
Although he played with the 
· idea of writing for a long time, 
it was not until the year 1952 
that ~e decideq. tb write ? 
novel. 
Up until his death in 1964, 
Fleming wrote a novel a year, 
starting with Casino Royale. 
The list consists of Casino 
Royale(1953), Live And Let 
Die(1954 ), Moonraker(1955 ), 
Diamonds Are Forever 
(1956), From Russia With 
Love(1957), Dr. No(1958), 
Goldfinger(1959),For Your 
Eyes Only(1960), Thµnder-
ba/1(1961 ), · The Spy Who 
1Loved Me(1962), On Her 
Majesty's Secret Ser-
vice(1963), You Only Live 
Twice(1964), and The Man 
With The Golden Gun(1965). 
As I mentioned, Fleming 
wrote fourteen books, but the 
above list consists oi only. 
thirteen. The last b<;>ok, 
entitled Octopussy, is 
another matter entirely. All of 
. the literary adventures of 
James Bond, with the excep-
tion of For Your Eyes Only, 
are novels. What I mean by 
novels is a book on one story 
line. The last of the Bond 
books had not come out until 
after Fleming's death. The 
Man With The Golden Gun, 
which appeared in 1965 a 
year after h'is death, is sup-
posedly the last novel. A year 
later, Fleming's publishers, 
New American Library came 
out with Octopussy(1966), 
which is a collection of three 
short stories involving Secret 
.Agent "007''. The first story, 
The Living. Daylights, origi-
nally entitled Berlin Escape, 
was published by the maga-
zine Argosy in June, 1962. 
The other two, The Property 
Of A Lady and bctopussy, 
were published, respectively, 
in 1963 and 1965 by Playboy 
magazine. 
As Fleming wrote his nov-
els, the public ~ecame 
Increasingly Interested in 
"007''. as well as American 
television. CBS used the 
novel ·Casino Roy ale as a 
movie for their mystery 
anthology series, Climax 
Mystery Theatre. Since it was 
American television and 
"007" is of British descent, it 
was decided that they would 
change James Bond from a 
British secret service agent to 
an American in the the British 
secret service. CBS hired the 
veteran actor Barry Nelson to 
play the British spy. the 
movie aired on live television 
on October 21, 1954. It 
almost passed by the critics 
unnoticed. 
Later on, CBS, still trying to 
catch hold of Secret Agent 
James Bond, asked Fleming 
if he wou Id write a series of 
thirty-two episodes for an 
action/adventure series 
based on James Bond. He 
agreed to the proposition and 
· completed the task but, the 
deal fell through. But it was 
not a total loss as far as Flem-
ing was concerned because 
he used six of the proposed 
outlines for the series and put 
them together to form the 
book For Your Eyes Only. 
Fleming wrote his novels 
from experience. Sometimes 
his experiences were not in 
the area of machines and 
guns. Since he wanted his 
novels accurate on a techni-
cal level, he did what any 
other writer would do, he 
s1mply asked an expert in the 
area. And, like most writers, 
Fleming had friends in every 
field of endeavor, from wine 
ste\i'1arc'3 to Gunsmiths from 
diamond brokers to mech-
anics. Nex~ ~~sue: James 
Bond: A "007" Mini-
Biography. 
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'Sophie' Js A Poor Choice CALENDAR 
By Karl Wiedergott 
Brooklyn. 1947. 
World War 11 has been over 
for two years, but for Sophie 
Zawatowska, an Auschwitz 
survivor, its affects live on. 
Her past life at Auschwitz was 
so horrible and shocking that 
it resurfaces, invades, and 
finally takes over her present 
one. With the help of her lover 
Nathan and their young wri-
ter friend Stingo, they all pic-
nic, visit Coney Island, and 
play dress up, trying all the 
time to help her alleviate this 
pain, but to no avail. Her past 
memories are· too strong. 
They dominate her life now, 
totally, and she realizes it. 
But what will she do? What 
will she do? 
Hello and welcome to yet 
another movieaboutW.W.ll's 
affects on one poor tortured 
soul. Give me a break! 
Frankly, I'm disgusted and · 
tired. of these movies. They 
come to us complete with 
"serious, important, and 
truthful" written all over 
th~m •. but all th~y ever wind 
up· being are· *'boring, 
pseudo-intellectual, preten-
tious, and full of lies." 
Sophie's Choice, directed by 
Alan J. Pakula from the book Peter MacNichol (Mingo) 
by William Styron, is no tries admirably to get out of 
exception! In this film we are his poorly written character, 
"priviledged" to have W.W.11 but he can't because he lacks 
turned into a metaphor the talent. He does little more 
known as Sophie. By isolat- than to stare wide-eyed and 
ing her particular horrors and open-mouthed at Sophie 
experiences, Pakula and while she recounts her 
Styron expect us to under- horrors. 
stand all of the war. They Kevin Kline (Nathan) fares 
want us to leap up in the air a little better but not by much. 
and say, "Yes! There it is! He is a fine stage performer 
War! Sophie a~d her choice is and in this film he shows it. 
war personified! Wow, why Ahal Therein lies his prob-
didn't I think of that before?" lem. As Nathan he was too 
Come on, guys! I am not theatrical, too polished. I 
about to start getting my his- kept looking for his dark, mad 
tory lessons from the movies. side but unfortunately I 
Especially from this one wasn't privy to it. 
which tells me nothing new But let us now come to a 
whatsoever. · And in fact real pro ... Meryl Streep. Her 
what's worse is that it trivial- performance· is the only rea-
izes the war by having our son you should see this 
whole understanding of it movie. It is simply remarka-
hinge on a single decision ble. Through Streep's eyes 
that its metaphor -Sophie- we see Sophie's pain, her sor-
must make. Sorry fellas, but row, and her guilt (over the 
W.W.11 cannot.be summed up choice she made). Streep has 
that easily. total command of the 
Besides this aspect, camera. Pakula chooses to 
Sophie's Choice is also lack- shoot her in close-ups and it 
ing in space. The film is either is a wise move. We are capti-
back in Ausch)A'itz or in vated by her face. It 
Sophie's room. There is very expresses so much, by doing 
little variation from this, and so little. No other actress 
as a result the film suffers. It today could cope with these 
gets cramped in its own soli- continual close-ups, no one, ·-
tude. Also _the. film has too that is, except Streep. Her 
many flashbacks, is perhaps' .. performance is 1 h:Jgendar~( 
50 minutes longer than it and it would be a shame for 
should be, and boasts two you to miss it Watch her, not 
Rat Movies 
February 21-24 
Monday Sp.m.-Victor Victoria 
7p.m.-Every Which Way But Loose 
Tuesday Sp.m.-Every Which Way But Loose 
7p.m.-Victor Victoria 
Wednesday 5p.m.-Victor Victoria 
· 7p.m.-Every Which Way But Loose 
Thursday 7p.m.-Victor Victoria 
March 1-4 
Monday Sp.m.-French Lieutenant's Woman 
7p.m.-Fame 
Tuesday Sp.m.-Fame 
7p.m.-French Lieutenant's Woman 
Wednesday Sp.m.-French Lieutenant's Woman 
7p.m.-Fame 
Thursday 7p.m.-Fame 
Movie Lounge in the S.U. 
Week of February 21 










In the S.U. Auditorium-Bp.m.-Feb. 17. 
Rat Bands 
Fe_bruary 24-TGIX with Honey and Lemon 4-7 
February 25-Sex Execs 10:30p.m. 
March 3-TGIX with? 4-7 
March 4-lrish Night with Jim Plunkett 
9p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom 
Comedy in the Rat 
Commedian Barry Sobel 9p.m.-February 25. 
Movies in the s~u. Ballroom 
February 26-Children's Film Bambi '2p;.m; · 
. February 26&27 Reds 8p.m. Tickets at the Info Booth. 
M*A*S*H forgetable screeri del.:n1ts. the film! February 28-6p.m. in the RAT, the movie, M* A *S*H followed 
by the last episode of the television series at 9p.m. · 
Jon Butcher Axis 
February 23 in the S.U. Auditorium. Tickets now on sale in the 
Info Booth $3 in advance and $4 at the door. 
· SGA Shuttle Bus To Malls 
$1.00 Feb. 18th Westgate Mall 
6:30--10:00p.m. 
$1.50 Feb 25th South Shore Plaza 
6:30--1 O:OOp. m. 
$1 .00 March 4th Westgate Mal I 
6:30--10:00 
· . · Coming Soont . . . .· . .. · 
The Princess and the Frog in the $Li Auditorium in March. 
The all female band: LIPSTICK. · EQUUS 
An Interview With Lipstick 
By Kevin Roberts 
The stage manager raps on 
the Council· Chambers door 
on the third ffoor of the Stu.: 
dent Union . building. "Are 
you girls finished changing?" 
"A voice from inside 
answers, "Yeah." 
Right now it is in between 
acts. Lipstick has just per-
formed for fifty minutes." Are 
'you ready for the interview? 
The guy from the paper is 
here." 
The door opens and a girl's 
voice answers~ "Yeah, ·send 
him in." The stage manager 
turns to me, "You've gotten 
minutes/' and. then te~.ves. 
Walking .into the en9rmous 
room . that normaUy houses 
SGA member.s, t: find si~ gi~rs 
reraxirig. preparing' for their 
next set. To the right of me boards/vocals). Out ot' ttie 
there is along table filled with six, Blair.Wood and Phillips 
cakes and all sorts of goo- are new· members who 
dies. Various clothes are recently joined the group a 
scattered about on the tables. month and a half ago. 
One of the girls sits alone on The old Upstick began last 
the rightsideofthechambers July of '82 and for various 
busily preparing the song · reasons--Cheri Gates, Linda 
sheet for their next set. The Bragel and Sheila Geisler left 
·rest of the girls are sitting on the band. None of the 
the left hand side. They members knew one another 
notice me. I notice them. La before the group formed. 
di da. Any personality clash? 
"Welcome to the smoking "Personality clashf Well, let 
section!"greets ·one girl. Lip- me tell you about~-" jokingly 
stick consists of six women replies Dianne. Theresa 
ranging in ages from 20 to 24 adds, "No, we're justone big 
and they are: Arlgela Blair- happy family." 
(lead vocals), Theresa Gray- Lipstick i.s sponsored by 
(lead vocals), Susane . Rockfever .Productions and 
Wood(bass/vocals), Debby, they regulary perform·. five 
Phillips(drums:) •... · .oian·ne ntg:hts a week. "We travel 
Ptante(Jead ·guitar/vocals) •. ,· around in a long white taxi 
·amt ·oeb M8e:Oonald (key~· ·umonsine." ·. · 
Just back from the Virgin 
Islands, they play at the Para-
dise on Valentine's Day then 
it's off to Canada next month. 
Right now they play "strictly: 
FM commercial," but will· 
eventually develop a style of 
mostly rock. 
Reactions from .the New 
England, Rhode Island cir-
cuit have been mostly favora-
ble. They've performed for 
colleges and Bridgewater is 
their tenth. Theresa com-
ments, "Bridgewater is the 
cleanest school we've. per-
formed for, so far." 
When asked what the life of 
a rock singer i.s like. Dianne 
Plante said,·"Lt's n·ot as glam.:. 
orous as people think~ It's a 
lot of hard work/' Performing 
is fun but they have to be con-
. ~tantlv r1tadv t~ frtJvelto ttaei:r 
next function. Social life is 
difficult. Why an ·8:.11 girl band? 
Theresa answers because of 
the novelty and then quickly 
adds, "Don't compare us to 
the Go Go's!'' 
They've written some origi-
nal songs, Wild You, HOt Lit-
tle Numbers and Knock On 
Our Door which they all col-
laborated on by improvising. 
Who thought of the name 
Lipstick? Deb answered that 
there was a list of possible 
titles for the group and their 
manager simply chose Lip-
stick for them. 
The stage manager walks 
in~-"Lefs got You girls are 
three minutes late!" Imme-
diately the girls jump up and 
·pr~pare themsefves for the,.· 
BSC .mob ·who await their 
.return.' · · 
s s 
Summer Job Fair 
Bridgewater State College is hosting a Summer Job Fair on 
Wednesday, February 23, 1983 from 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. in the 
College's Student Union Ballroom. 
This event is co-sponsored by the Financial Aid Office's Stu-
dent Employment Referal Service and the Career Planning and 
Placement Office. 
"SL-rr,mer Job Fair '83'" is a free service provided by Bridge-
.vater State College to the business community. Seventy-five 
employers to date from private industry, :-etail industry, and 
camps will be taking applications and will be available fer inter-
views at the Job Fair. Any employers who anticipate hiring 
summer help and who wish to participate, are cordially invited to 
contact Ann Marie Paulsor. at 697-1232 at the college. 
All Bridgewater State College students ·and all area college 
students are in·:ited to n•eb', ·.vith potential employers at the ..;ob 
Fa1 r. Specia1 No~c:: TJ-;is year ~his wlli !:;,:; the only Job Fsiir. 
"ih;; Ma:;: Job ha!:! been canceled. 
Scvflral Locationc; in 
16 Eager Beaver Day Car,·;p - Abington. M.1~. 
17 East Brid(Jowater Fmnii\• YMC.&. 
a)Camp Satucket, East Bridgewater, fv1A 
b)Camp Clar\\. Piyrnout!-1, MA 
c)Camp Yomechas. Middleboro, MA 
18 Ebner Camps, inc. 
a) Camp Awost1ng - Bantam, CT 
b) Camp Chinqueca' - Bantam, CT 
19. Efficacy Research lnstitutl';l - Taunton. MA 
20. Elliot P. Joslin Camp - Charlton. MA 
21. Essex County 4-H Club--Camp Leslie - Georgetown. MA 
22. Friendship Camp";,~to~1lj9r;iporo. N.H , 
23. ~~~~~~~~~~r;~r;~~~(~~\a~.r ~~ .~,: r: ~) ·;,_:; 
b) Camp Mohawk-· Cornwall, CT. 
24. Greater Lawrence YMCA 
a) Lawrence Day Camp - Salem. NH 
b) Lawrence Camp - Meredith, NH 
c) Camp Nokamis - Meredith, NH 
25. Hale Reservation, Camp - Westwood, MA 
26. Handi~Kids - Bridgewater, MA 
27. Horizons for Youth - Sharon, MA 
28. Job Matching Center - Brockton, MA 
29. Job Matching Center - Taunton, MA 
30. King Richard's Faire - South Carver, MA 
31. LeBaron R. Barker Forestry Camp - Plymouth, MA 
32. Mah-Kee-Nae, Camp - Lenox, MA 
33. Massachusetts lnti::rrship Office - Boston, MA 
34. Massapoag, Can'p - Dunstable, MA 
35. Morgan Memorial Fresh Air Camps, Inc. - South Athol, MA 
36. Muscular Dy.>trophy fa.ssociation - Braintree, MA 
37. Naome. Cernp - Raymqnct. M_E 
ss.: Nashua ~rash Air Camp_: Greenfield, NH 
39 .. N.obles bay:camp ~6edharri. MA 
40. Nawai<a/Ponka.Viss,;h;camps.:. East Ottis. MA 
41. Old Colony YMC/> - Brockton, MA 
42. Papa Gino's Restaurant - Raynham, MA 
43. Patriot's Trail Girl Scout Council Camps 
a) Camp Favorite - Brewster, MA 
b) Camp Menotomy - Meredith. NH 
c) Camp Wabasso - Bradford, NH 
44. Pilgrim Da_y Camp - Framingham, MA 
45 .. Pine Tree Camp - Oakland, ME 
46. Taunton YMCA and Taunton Boys Club - Taunton, MA 
47. RGIS Inventory Specialists - Plainville, MA 
48. RI Higher Education Assistance Authority - Providence. RI 
49. Taunton Area Chamber of Conference - Taunton, MA 
50. YMCA Camp Rotary :- Boxford, MA 
51. Runels, Camp - Pellham, NH 
52. Sachem, Camp - Saugus, Ma 
53. S.J; Ranch - Ellington, CT 
54. Selective Care, Inc . .,. Brockton/Walpole, MA 
55. Som.erviUe Youth program/Wilderness Program - Some-
rville. MA . · . · · · : ' 
56. South Area Jewi~Fr'.dcimrri~nit'y Ce~ter - Brockton, MA: 1 
57. South Norfolk Count}'Associationfor.Reta:rded·Oitlzer:is.,.. 
Norwood;·MA. 
58 .. South ;5hore Educatior:ial Cqllaborative • Hir:igharn, MA 
59. South Shore YMC , · ·. · · · . · 
a) Camp Burges~ , Sandwich, 'MA 
bl camp Haywarci - ·sandwich. MA 
60. South Shore YMCA . ' 
a) Car•p Clark - Quincy, MA 
J;>) Camp King - Quincy, MA 
61 .. YMCA Summer Sports Camp~ Newton. MA 
62. Timber Trails Camp - Polland, MA 
63: :united Paree! Service -·Brockton, MA · 
64. Camp Waban.- Sanford. ME 
.65. Wauk.eela, Ca[T1p - Eaton Center. NH 
66. Camp Winadu - Pittsfield, MA 
67. Camp Yomechas - Middlebor, MA· 
6S. Brockton Area Association for Retarded Qitizens- Brockton,. 
MA·: 
69.: Ma.lden/MelroSE! YMCA 
, a} .g~mp Ma(jaca ~· Wenham, :MA ... ·.· i. 
70. Mlddieboro YMCA ~ Middl~boro, MA 
wm type term papers~ 
resumes, etc. $1.00 per page. 
Special rates for large pro-
jects. Paper supplied. Call 
Linda at 644-2268 after 5 p.m. 
(On campus every day). 
Tutoring: Exchange student 
from Quebec would like to do 
some tutoring in French. Call 
697-7103 and leave your 
name and telephone number . 
~Pen Pal Wanted: Death Row 
prisoner, · Caucasian male, 
age 35, desires correspon-
dence with either male or 
female college students. 
Wants to form some kind of 
frie relationship and 
rnore or less just exchange 
past and !deas. 
Win ans\,ver all letters and 
Thursday, February l 7, 1983 The Comment 9 
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~ j ~i Westgate Mall Brockton ~:i ~ ~ i Thurs. February 17th - The Neighborhoods ~ ~ ~ ~ Every Friday - J.D., Billy and Ken j 
I ~ h~ SaL February 19th - The Lines ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ Sun. February 20th - The Lines ~-· ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ti Mon. February 2lst_.::_.Mike Viola AUiance ~·~ I ~ ~i All ages show! 7-11 ~.~~.: 
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3ALES e REPAIRS• INSTALLATIONS 
CRAIG fl230 PREAMP IN-DASH 
, .. • AMJFM CASSET.TE, DOLBY, .5 
PRESETS, SEHDVST HEADS & MOREi 
CRAIG R551 7 BAND EQUALIZER 









30 WA TIS/CHANNEL, SUPERClEAN 
POWER $289.00 
Panasonic 
AM/FM CASSETTE WITH FM OPTIMIZER, 
DOLBY, METAL TAPE CAPABILITY 
$29.95 A PAIR 
MONDAY ONLY SAVE A LOT! 
THINKING OF PURCHASING A CHAPMAN AUTO 
ALARM? COMPARE ONE OF OUR AUTO 
SECURITY SYSTEMS FROM HARCOR OR 
MONROE HOOD LOCKS & ALARMS FOR ONLY $79.00 AND UP 
WE CARRY ONE OF THE 
LARGEST SSLECTIONS OF, 
'CAR STEREOS • A.uro 41.ARilts 
. . RAPA1' DSTECTQ/is -., Cd'S , .. ' 
' P•RSO'NAL PORT4Bt.'tS . . . 
· AMPLIF~BllS • ·~U.4,ti;t'~,llS 
'!·... ·· ·"·· : "' - -.- _ .. · ·,<:\ .. ;_ : ··~--~(.~ l:r.~n~:. 
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Bears' Business 
Before they do thatthey must 
By Mike Storey first prove to themselves that 
they can play in the same 
see either George Nigro or 
Tracy Lee or come to the 




NCAA bound? It sure looks manner that made them the 
that way for the Men's bas- #1 team in New England only 
ketball squad as they con- a few weeks ago. 
tinue to dominate the teams Swimming & Gymnastics 
in the Mass. State Confer- Because of the snowstorm 
ence. After Tuesday night's last weekend, swim meets for 
come from behind victory both the men (Central Con-
(83-73) over Fitchburg necticut) and women (Wel-
·State. the (18-3) overall, (9-1) lesley) were cancelled. Both 
conference Bears are gua- teams are going into their last 
ranteed at least a tie for the week of competition before 
Division Ill playoffs. Site of the New Englands. For men, 
the playoffs has not yet been they are taking place in 
announced but when it is, fan Springfield. The women will 
buses will be available (for a be competing at Southeast-
minimal fee1 to go cheer our ern Mass. Best bet come 
Bears on. home with a couple of awards 
The Bears, ranked 6th in seems to be women's Cap-
. New England, have been get- tain Lori Davenpqrt, who has 
ting solid perfor ances out of qualified for seven events 
everyone. Congratulations already. 
.go to Devere Morris for being The Gymnastics team had 
selected to the ECAC Honor their meet cancelled over the 
Roll this week. The winning weekend versus Brown, but 
fever is contagious and can still maintain a fine (5-2) 
be detected in all the players' record going into their last 
eyes during a game. Coaches week of competition. They 
Paul Byron and Paul Ware have a home meet this Satur-
should be congratulated for day at2:00 p.m. versus U. of 
the way they've prepared the Maine/Farmington, Conn., 
Bears in "peaking" just at the watch the girls strut their 
right time for the playoffs. stuff. 
Keep it up guys, the whole The squad has be~nsuffer-
school is behind you! ing from assortefd bumps 
The Women's Basketball and bruises in recent weeks, 
squad has run into some leading the way for most trips 
tough competition the last to the Training Room is Cap-
t'1vo weeks, as they are on a tain Cathy Farina, whose 
four game losing streak. body has depreciated tre-
They are still ranked #2 in ·· mendously throughout the 
New England and #17 in the · 
nation, with a (14-5) record. 
But after Tuesday's trounc-
ir"' by Boston College (66-
4 1 their ranking could slip 
even more next week. In fact, 
I would say they need to win 
at least two of their last three 
games to prove to the NCAA 
that they are worthy of a 
playoff berth this year. 
season. 
B.A.l.R.S. 
Finals in the Badminton 
competition will take place 
today with winners to be 
announced in the next week's 
Comment. 
Rumor has it that a day ski 
trip is being organized for 
Saturday, February 26th. 
· Anyone interested should " 
Bruins Bus! Twenty-five 
tickets have been reserved 
for the Boston Bruins versus 
Buffalo Sabres on March 
2nd. For $13.00 you get $11.00 
seats and transportation to 
and from B.S.C. All those 
interested should see me in 
my office (114) in the Kelly 
Gym. 
Three-man volleyball 
starts next week on Tuesday. 
and Thursday (ll-l2). s;gn up 
sheets wi 11 be posted on the 
Intramural bulletin board. 
lntramurals 
By Kevin Roberts 
Good evening. Phantom 
Diner here, and I'll be review-
ng tonight's basketball game 
. featuring the Bridgewater 
State Bears Varsity team tak-
1 ng on Fitchburg State. It's 
February 16, 1983. Tonight's 
;Jame is made possible by 
Ti I ly Restaurant. When 
vou're hungry, you've got no 
choice! It's gotta be Tilly! 
Tilly! Ra! Ra! Ra! Give me a Tl 
Give me a /!"Hey, pipe down! 
Excuse me. 
The gym is packed with 
anxious BSC fans and-- and 
toilet paper?! Hmm. Nineteen 
seconds on the .clock till 
This past Tuesday, the Showtime. I've got my Coke 
Intramural All-Stars troun- and chocolate bar. All lights 
ced the BSC JV basketball out. Now for the coming 
·team (85-77). Leading scor- attractions. A spot light is 
ers were unavailable as the focused on the Bears as the 
scorebook for the game was members are introduced. 
unable to be located before Suddenly, a trumpet player 
press time. comes to center court. Eve-
Standings for intramural , ryone stands. The National 
basketball are posted in the ·-·~nthem is played. Only one 
Kelly Gym. These standings guy sings and he's flat. 
will be up-dated every week. What's the matter? Doesn't 
The (A) division is being led anyone know the words? 
by Smegma and 277-INP. The players take the field, 
The (B) divisron have the er, floor. Pardon me, miss, 
Tokens and the Clydesdales which color are we? "BSC is 
tied for first. In the (C) div- red and;white." I take it then 
ision, the SABO's, Trotters, that Fitchburg is green,.and. 
and Porcupines are lea'di'riQ~ yellOW? .:~'~....,, ,,..,.,.,.~-:'..-: -· t·;-r:: 
the way. "Hey, is this your first 
All games to be '.made up . time?"the ·blond questions 
because of the Super Bowl or me while giving me the once 
Aerobics will be played at a over. 
later date. Check bulletin "Why, yes." 
board for new times. "Hey everybody, we got a 
Hope everyone got their virgin here." How embarris-
valentine something this ing. 
week. Rumor has it that girls BSC's Tony DiPina makes 
on High Street are having a the first basket. Suddenly, 
half-price sale on roses. . toilet paper is thrown at the 
Remember, carnations are poor guy. What's going on 
cheaper!! here? I hate to think what the 
>T!SSSSSssssss~;s:~~~~~~~~~~~~~;s:~1!Sgs1E>Sssssssssss~)s::!)s::!;s.'5~~ fans would throw if someone 
LEISURE TOURS & TRAVEL, LTD. didn't make a bask.et. .. 
"Defense! . D efens.et· 
PRESENTS: 
Spring Break i~ 
DAYTONA BEACH 





or March 18·:1.7 
Round trip t::a:-i::;;rnrt:ation 
via lu>:ur" ai::-conditioncd 
motor con~h to Daytona Bench 
On campus departures 
Complete land ?nckage 
Strange there's> no orw py. 
that name on BSC's team.: 
Fitchburg is leading· 28-18. 
Come on! One. BSC player 
drops the ball. The fans 
chant, "You! You! You!" while 
pointing their fingers. 
Fitchburg has the ball. Now 
BSC has it. There's a dispute 
on the floor. Some nasty 
words are exchanged 
between BSC's Al Howard 
and Fitchburg's Dan Mitchel. 
Official say$ Foul on Fitch-
burg and it's Mitchel's fault. 
Nyahh! Nyahh! ·Nyahh! Al 
goes· to the line:. He shoots! 
Touchdown! It's 34-38; BSC 
is fosing! 
"NCAA! NCAA!" What the 
heck are those fans scream-
ing now? Bunch of illerate 
youngsters. N.C AA isn't even 
a word. The first half ends 
with BSC still losing 39 to 42. 
Number 33 or 23 ia the first 
to slam one down the rim in 
the second half. Again with 
the toilet paper!· Ouch! Hey 
buddy, watch your aim! Bill 
Scigliano has been contri-
buting a lot of points and look 
out, here comes,trouble. The 
BSC cheerlea_ders have had 
enough sitting around. They 
are taking over the gym. Do 
they take prisoners? Please! 
Twelve delectable girJs form 
into one line and create a 
semi-pyramid. Those immor-
tals words, "Hit it!" ar,e 
exclaimed. There's a sigh 
from the crowd as the sacred 
ball is carried up the line and 
then makes its final destina-
tion through the hoop. Bob 
Devo Devereaux, wearing the 
latest in Men's fashions, is in 
a furry bear suit. He makes 
his spectacular bellyflop dive 
and then slides across the 
floor. 
Glancing at the time clock, 
there are. ten minutes left. I 
see two green lights, a yel-
low, and a red one. This, of 
course, means<tw0 .baUs, a 
strike, and an out. 
·Fitchburg;dominates;:they 
have possesion. SSC knocks 
the ball out. Fumble! The ball 
is loose! There's a mad dash! 
The cheerleaders rise out of 
their seats! The crowd rises 
too! The ball is rolling. Some-
body pick it up! "Defense! 
Defense!" Shut up! BSC's 
PeterTevaris has the ball: No, 
Fitchburg's Rob Hill says he 
has it. No! Now both of them 
have it! I've had it! The official 
gives the ball to Hilk "Bull;;. 
shit! BuUshit!!'.Ahem; the fans· 
respO:nd. ;·Fi~foty.blJrg's "'::f~v-e 
cheerleaders run.out:on.·the· 
floor; do their chant, flip thefr 
skirts over. The guys go wild. 
So much for Fitchburg's 
secret weapon. 
The game is torn foose as 
Peter Travaris crushes the tie . 
and pulls BSC ahead 72-71. 
More fouls by Fitchburg. 
Quarterback Al Howard 
comes to the line. He tosses 
two of them easily. Heck, he 
wasn't even looking. The 
Bears plunge forward to a 83-
73 victory. Wow! What a 
game! Ouch! Hey you-
enough with the toilet paper! 
Creep! 
$25.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED 




First Class OCEAN FRONT ACCOMODATIONS for Seven (7) Nights at the DAYS INN 
Welcome Party with pl::-nty of FREE BEER ' 
On campus reservation services . 
Services of the Leisure Tours & Travel Staff 
OPTION.AL: WALT DISNEY WORLD TOUR, NEW EPCOT CEF ... :ER ADVENTURE 
FOR RESERYATIOHSAHD MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: Caroline Perkins 
Rm. 59 Wood 
LEISURE TOURS & TRAVEL, LTD. 
235 GREAT ROAD 




BUS TRANSPORTATION ONLY $135 
LAND PACKAGE ONLY ~135 
(Includes all tax, p,ratuities, 
and services) 




























By Christopher Harwood 
Another Wednesday night 
arrives, and I'm sitting in The 
Comment office thinking 
about writing some kind o~ 
sports editorial. Laurel Bow-
man just came in and is play-
ing my guitar much better 
than-rcan. Trying to develop 
two rolls of film this aftern:.. . 
no.n. I ran into some faulty 
miCrodol developer and lost 
al I the negatives. (Apologies 
to Lori Davenport, who was 
to be Budweiser Athlete of 
theWeek. I'll get you in next 
week. You have to pose 
again; though.) A certain 
friend of mine entered me in 
tonight's dating game. For 
som~ _reason I accepted. It's 
either the ham in me or my 
deep~rooted insanity came to 
surface again. 
Well, as fatigue and 
depression seJjn;Tthink back 
tc>"''lasf·'fiigtitt'1s :Mehrs~a~t:sket:..::. 
ban:_;9a·m0, tas·c_.atja;r;~~ tnl:f.1 Fr'am1ngharrl~StMe Fall:501ns:' v~f 
fiHed'.'ln foY: D'.av~1Robichau'd · 
again,· as color man, to Larry 
Burnham's play-by-play on 
WBIM. We didn't get shut 
down for two minutes this 
time; as we did last Friday, 
during the game against 
Curry College. That night 
when the gym lights were 
shut <?ff, so that the SSC 
starting line-up could be 
introduced by spotlight, the 
power to the spotlight and 
the WBIM remote were killed 
as well. Such is life in the 
Commonwealth~ Al Talbot 
undeservedly took the blame. 
Last night he did a great job 
on .the spotlight. Anyway, the 
Falcons ·came· out to play 
rough in the first halt As for 
the first time in many games 
the, Be~rs were out-
rebounded. Elbows and 
knees .were tlylhg quite a bij 
each time the· Falcons 
grabbed the ban off ·'the 
boards. This led to a few ver-
bal confrontations .. The Fal-
cons also matched pace with 
the Bear's fast running, This 
combination allowed Fra-
mingham to hold the lead at 
halftime 42-39. Bridgewater 
came ro~ring back in the 
second half with a somewhat 
r~y,~n~~tyl., fittityde. , T~e'y 
s\~~t~9 \'p"'lc:\S'Jti!I 1 Jn.~· :_'rp.ugb· g~'me1 tnat ·. tfie ita1cdris had st~tte~j n )h~ ffr~t haft. F ~~ 
mingham found they couldn't 
keep up. The play that stands 
out in my mind was Al How-
ard retrieving his own 
rebound from a. free throw, 
(tough night at the line, Al) 
and slammed the ball for two 
to put BSC in the lead for the 
first time in the game. The 
Bears took total control after 
, BSC ~ips Curry 
By Vin:.Dodero::: G~~~;, offensive s.how, . .a light show, 
.!uu m:; rmtS ;l:i?ii1Jc.: and a blizzard. The ~,'Seara1 
;l:!a·st Wednesday:•(FebJ!9) t8dk~ itto'Saleti1':Steite Wittl"a 
saw· the BSC Men's Basket- 91-78 · win to · b'oosf: · 'fheir 
ball team take apart Curry record to 17-3. Leading scor-
College in a convincing ers for the Bears were Devere 
fashion 76-55. BSC never Morris (25 pts., 12 rebounds}, 
trailedinthecontest.Thewin Doug Stairs '(18 pts., 8 
boosted BSC's record to 16-3. rebounds), and Al Howard (18 
The Bears' attack was led by pts., 8 rebounds}. Also, this 
four men scoring in double game marked the return of 
figures. They were Tony DiP- Mark Dias, who had missed 
ina (lfr points, 8 rebounds), several games with a knee 
Doug Stairs (14 points, 4 injury. 
rebounds),· Bill Scigliano (14 After the game, the c.heer-
pts~).·: and ; DeVe,re '~-~Morris. leaders had a dance at the 
A!s.o," ::.P..e~er.uJtwar:l$,:::1afl:d ,J.\L: Citizens Ch:Jbto celebrate the 
Hnw.ard'vcO:lni~cj:batecb~o-Jid:1 Basketban foam's:successful 
per:for.rroianoest ~.-1cbn::·h·:.,:'~1r::) setisan.1-1 Gettir.::'f~l ·hoine:,from : 
· iThe :f':¢l:lowi111g: FriQ:ayJo.u.n.o·' th~t,:p'rovecf to :be an>adven-: · 
the Bea:rs at .home against a ture 'for everyone attending 
strong Salem Stateteam. The· with· IO-f2 inches of snow 
game featured a strong already having accumulated. 
that and the frustrated Fal-
cons started committing 
intentional fouls. The final 
outcome was 83-73 and the 
Bears clinched at least a tie 
for the Mass State Athletic 
Conference title. 
Well, I was going to try and 
attend the various sports 
events that were supposed to 
be happe11ing this pastwee-
kend but they were cancelled 
due to a low-level white 
cloud .. The highlight was 
being told to move my car at 
8:00.Sunday morning. 
I think we've got the Men's 
Lacrosse Club schedule put 
together but there will proba-
bly be a few changes. There 
might be a team get-together 
party in one week. Check the 
general announcements bul-
letin board in the gym for 
details. 
Through bad lines of com-
municati9n I inadvertently 
left out a Valentine personal 
from a certain gymnast to a 
certain senior class president 
(XXX, Pete). Sorry, Deb! 
Well; if this article seems 
strange, that's the mood I'm 
in. See ya next issue. I'm 
going to the Rat for a brew. 
(Gee, Stuart thought I played 
the quitar 0.K.). (I wish I got 
credit for this article.) Bye. 
Thanks 
By Coach Bo Ruggiero and 
the .1983 Women'$ Basketball 
T~'l'Pb-tti 
·:Just a ·brief tbank:you note 
on behalf of the Women's 
Basketball Team to all stu-
dents, faculty and staff who 
gave us their tremendous 
support at the recent basket-
ball game on Tuesday night, 
February 8, 1983. 
It was an al I-round terrific 
night for the total program 
here at Bridgewater and we 
hope you enjoyed yourself. 
Your support was greatly 
appreciated and although we 
did not win, the entire even,.. 
iAg was a success. 









Hitoshi Sumida is a senior, 
biology major at Bridgewater 
State College. His homeland 
is Japan, but he has been in 
the United States for four and 
a tiarf years while attending 
Bridgewater State. He chose 
to attend BSC so that he 
could expand his knowledge 
ahd experiences. 
T-oshi has been practicing 
Shotokan for 10 years now. 
Ato'ng With competing he is 
atso an instructor of the Shot-
okan Karate Club here at 
BSC. For those of you who 
may. not know exactly what 
Shotokan Karate is, it's a 
form of Martial Art. While a 
majority ot people may think 
that Karate is just a type of 
self-.defense, Toshi states 
"it's a type· of mental and 
physical . relaxation", where 
you are "letting your mind 
overtake your body". Self-
discipline is stressed more 
than anything. The object is 
to make yourself believe that 
"you are a better man than 
your opponent, and that you 
will win''. 
Toshi recently participated 
in a New England College 
Karate Federation Tourna-
ment. He competed against 
schools such ·as U.Mass., 
Ya!e, Wellsley, Tufts, and 
Harvard. Toshi placed 1st in 
the Novice Sparring Team, 
which is Kicking and Fight-
ing;. 2nd in the Advance 
Team; and 2nd in Kata, which 
is the individual skills. He has 
received numerous medals 
and awards for his outstand-
ing performances in Shoto-
kan Karate. After graduation 
in May, Toshi plans to return 
home to Japan. 
Hitoshi Sumida 
RAPE AWARENESS· for five (5) consecutive weeks GRADUATING SOON? 
(Continued from page 4) from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.. The Ski 
Club· 
The participant wil1 put total cost for this 20 hour 
learned self-defense tech- classtime is $10.00 per female 
niques together in a modified student. TheSGA is subsidiz-
way so as to get the feeling of ing $25.00 of the total pro-
mild physical confrontation. gram cost per person~ Meet This aspect is necessary to 
enhance the awareness of 
the participant as well as 
eliminate the shock. element 
of being confronted for .the 
first time in an actual situa-
tion. Absolute safety precau-
tions will be stressed to 
eliminate the chance of any 
· injury occuring. It is , how-: 
ever, necessary that the par-
ticipant test her skills to get a 
feeling of her own limitations. 
Techniques covered will 
apply to situations where the 
victim is either standing, sit-
ting, or on the ground. 
The course will be held 
twice a week (Tuesdays and 
Thursdays) at Bridgewater 
State College, located in the 
SGA ·Chambers, ·3rd floor, 
Student Union Building, 
beginning February 8, 1983, 
The Bridgewater State Ski 
Club will be in action this 
weekend at an invitational ski 
meet at Andover, MA. 
On Sunday the club will be 
conducting a recreational 
tour at the Hal.e Reservatiori 
in Westwood and on Monday 
will attend the prestigious 
Washington's Birthday race 
in Brattleboro, VT. All inter-
ested skiers are urged to 
attend an informational 
meeting in G-120 at 11:00 A.M. 
Thursday, February 18. Those 
who cannot attend can call 
Steve at 447-2463 or 584-
8914. 
You're Needed 
All· Over the 
World. 
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity and flexibility 
ore as vital as their degrees. They'll tell you they ore helping 
the world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the areas 
of food production; energy conservation, education, economic 
development and health services. And they'll tell you about 
the rewords of hands on career experience overseas. They'll 
tell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love. 
PEACE COl\PS 
Attend a film and information'sessian in the 
Library, Room 12, March 1, at 11:00 a.m. 
FOR MORE IN:rORlviATION CALL (617). 2237"7366. 
l) ' •• 
:~ 
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The Army's active, reserve and national guard units are on 
the move all around the globe. Over land, through harbors 
and ports, in the air. 
If you are looking for an. executive position in the future-
yet you want plenty of action now-look at the list of oppor-
tunities available to the Army officer. Opportunities to 
manage people and equipment. Opportunities to lead 
~a.-.;.. .... ~m..J~Jllfl..._~ America's finest on land and sea. Opportunities to sqar 
R.O.T.C. 
· through the air. The trainirig that qualifies you to be an Army 
officer can put you a step ahead 'in any future career_:_ 
military or civilian. . " . . ·; 
Make the first step now. See.· the Professor of Military 
Science on your campus. 




Feb. 22nd from 
I Name I !please pnntl StreettNo 
1 I c""s'"""'' I I Tt~lephone ____ OateofBirth __ , 
I College Planning To Attend I & Location------
l CUP AND MAIL TO: J Professor of Military Science 
'STONEHILL COLLEGE ,/ 
Department of Military Science 
North Easton, MA. 02356 
be· on 
1·0:00-
and 12:00-2:00 in 
Plymouth County Conference Room 
(across from the Info Booth) 2nd floor 
Stu nt Union. 
the 
campus 
11 :OOam 
